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A B S T R A C T 

This undertaking is idea of pneumatic fuel ed air motor framework that utilizes pneumatic ability to work a vehicle motor and accomplish development. Here 

the pneumatic chamber are utilized and that is connected to a wheel to drive the wheel utilizing a uni quely planned rack and pinion course of action. This 

framework utilizes a pneumatic chamber appended to the wheel through this speci fic course of action. Solenoid valves are utilized to control the pneumatic 

chamber development utilizing a blower. An electronic circuit is utilized to control the valves and in this manner  control the development of  the pneumatic 

chamber. As the pneumatic chamber pushes its cylinder forward and in reverse, this movement is utilized to drive the wheel utilizing the rack pinion game 

plan. Round and hollow wheels to evade contact of rack while getting back to prevent it from obstructing the movement ac complished. Turning wheel plan 

are utilized and the pneumatic chamber in an even course of action concerning the wheel. Subsequently exhibit the idea of an air motor. 
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1. Introduction 

A Pneumatic air motor is a twofold acting pneumatic chamber that makes helpful work by growing packed air. A packed air vehicle is fueled by an air 

motor, utilizing compacted air, which is put away in a tank. It in the motor to drive cylinders with hot extending gases, com pacted air motor (CAE) 

utilizes the extension of packed air to drive their cylinders. For instance, the first precisely fueled submarine, the 1863 Plan gear, utilized a compacted air 

motor. The laws of physical science direct that uncontained gases will occupy any given space. The simplest method to see this in real life is to expand an 

inflatable. 

The flexible skin of the inflatable holds the air firmly inside, yet the second you utilize a pin to make an opening in the inflatable's surface, the air grows 

outward with such an excess of energy that the inflatable detonates. Packing a gas into a little space is an approach to store energy. At the point when the 

gas grows once more, that energy is delivered to manage job. That is the essential standard behind what makes an air freight. Packed air drive may 
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likewise be fused in half breed frameworks, e.g., battery electric impetus and gas tanks to re-energize the batteries. This sort of framework is called half 

and half pneumatic electric impetus. 

 

2. Methodology 

1. Design (CAD modelling) 

2. Cutting 

3. Welding 

4. Drilling 

5. Assembling 

6. outcome 

 

3. Flow Diagram 

 

 

1.  Design (Cad Mo Delling) 

Mechanical plan implies the plan of segments and frameworks of a mechanical sort machines, items, designs, gadgets and instruments. Generally 

mechanical plan utilizes arithmetic, materials, and the designing mechanics sciences. 

PC supported plan (CAD) is the utilization of PCs (or workstation) to help in the creation, change, investigation, or advancement of a  

plan. Computer aided design programming is utilized to expand the efficiency of the originator, improve the nature of configuration, improve 

correspondences through documentation, and to make an information base for assembling. 

 

 

 

Back View and Front View 
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2.  CUTTING 

Cutting cycles work by causing break of the material that is prepared. Typically, the part that is broken away is in little measured pieces, called chips.  

Regular cutting cycles incorporate sawing, molding (or arranging), proposing, boring, crushing, turning and processing.  

 

 

3. W ELDING 

The term joining is by and large utilized for welding, brazing, binding, and cement holding, which structure a perpetual joint between the parts—a joint 

that can only with significant effort be isolated. The term gathering generally alludes to mechanical strategies for attaching parts together. 

 

 

4. DRILLING 

Penetrating is a cutting cycle that utilizes a boring tool to cut an opening of round cross-area in strong materials. The boring apparatus is typically a 

rotating cutting instrument, frequently multi-point. 
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5.  ASSEMBLEY 

Gathering is the way toward assembling parts to make a machine or other item. Every one of the parts were made and prepared f or get together. 

 

4. Literature Survey 

1. Yisung chen(2018) says Methanol and ethanol blinding in petroleum can lessen the HC(hydraulic transport) and PM (Particulate 

Matter) outflow SI(Spark Ignition) in vehicles .methanolor ethanol blinding in diesel may draw out the start delay in abbreviate the 

burning term. 

2. Vinodh kanna (2018) says As oil costs expands, the interest in elective fuel increments. as the cost of oil expands substitute fills 

become more merciless. 

3. Sushma (2018) says the energy transformation from squander plastics just like an insightful method to handle the climate 

contamination issue of waste plastic administration in the landfills. 

4. Pramod kumar (2016) says principle benefit of the motor in that no hydrocarbon fuel is required which implies no ignition cycle is 

occurring. 

5. Working Principle 

Pneumatic energized air engine generally changes over compacted energy of air into mechanical work either into direct develop ment. At the point when 

pressed air is moved into the introduced accumulating tank, it is step by step conveyed to control the cham bers. The motor by then changes over into 

mechanical power. 

In pneumatic systems, during rapid stuffed breeze current, there is stream subordinate squeezing factor drop between the beneficiary and weight 

(application). In this way the squeezing factor in the beneficiary is continually kept higher than the system pressure. At the application site, the squeezing 

factor is figured out how to keep it predictable. 

They have existed in various constructions throughout late many years, going in size from hand held turbines up to two or three hundred draw. For 

example, the first definitely energized submarine, the 1863 Plongeur, used a compacted air engine. 

Pressed air vehicle (CAV) is a vehicle instrument empowered by tanks of compacted climatic gas and moved by the conveyance and expansion of the gas 

inside a Pneumatic motor. CAV's have found application in torpedoes, trains used in tunneling tunnels, and early model submarines. Potential biological 

advantages have delivered public interest in CAV's as voyager vehicles yet they have not been not kidding a result of the low energy thickness of stuffed 

air and deficiency of the pressing factor/augmentation measure. 

6. Result 

S.NO TO TAL MEMBERS TO TAL LO AD APPLIED (Kg) SPEED (Km/hr) REQ UIRED 

PRESSURE(BAR) 

1. 1 60+60 30 1.2+1.2=2.4 

2. 2 60+120 25 1.2+2.4=3.6 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

Efficiency of the framework will higher than regular frameworks. 

 The instrument planned is sans contamination. 

 Compressed air is non-traditional energy and it is bountiful in nature Due to a worldwide temperture alteration it is request of time to receive 

green innovation. 

 With a few adjustments it will give preferable execution over the regular motors. This motor having least detriments. It is less expensive than 

some other innovation. 

 From the perception it will be inferred that compacted air power motor can demonstrate to the future motor which is eco well disposed, 
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contamination free, yet in addition prudent. This changes both the issues of fuel emergencies and contamination.  
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